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To examine this idea more closely, we re-analyzed a previously 
acquired dataset that was designed to characterize default net-
work activity at the single neuron level (Hayden et al., 2009). Our 
experiment interleaved two distinct instrumental tasks – a cued 
gaze-shift task and a delayed gaze-shift task – as well as a cued rest 
period, which we did not examine further here. Switching from 
one task to another is a well-studied executive control problem 
(Monsell, 2003). People and monkeys performing simple laboratory 
experiments typically show slower reaction times when they switch 
from one task to another, indicative of a cognitive cost (Rogers and 
Monsell, 1995; Rushworth et al., 2003; Altmann, 2004; Stoet and 
Snyder, 2009). Task-switching costs occur in many behavioral con-
texts, are observed with even simple psychophysical tasks (Logan 
and Bundesen, 2003; Altmann, 2004), and are not eliminated by 
prior cueing (Monsell, 2003) or by extensive practice (Stoet and 
Snyder, 2007). Several brain regions, especially in the fronto-parietal 
network and closely connected regions, have been clearly linked to 
the cognitive control processes engaged by task switching (Dove 
et al., 2000; Sohn et al., 2000; Nakahara et al., 2002; Rushworth 
et al., 2002, 2003; Aron et al., 2004; Brass et al., 2005; Crone et al., 
2006; Hyafil et al., 2009).
Based on these observations, we hypothesized that task switching 
demands cognitive control to shift the balance of processing toward 
the external world, and therefore predicted that switching between 
the two tasks would require suppression of activity of neurons 
within the CGp. Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that 
firing rates of CGp neurons were lowest following task switches, 
and gradually increased on subsequent trials of the same type. We 
observed no such effects in lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP), a brain 
IntroductIon
The ability to switch efficiently between different tasks in the behav-
ioral repertoire is a critical component of cognitive flexibility. A 
wealth of studies has established that the fronto-parietal network 
plays a critical role in the cognitive control processes required 
for efficient task switching (Dove et al., 2000; Sohn et al., 2000; 
Nakahara et al., 2002; Rushworth et al., 2002, 2003; Aron et al., 
2004; Brass et al., 2005; Crone et al., 2006; Hyafil et al., 2009). By 
contrast, we know almost nothing about the role of the comple-
mentary default network in task switching and cognitive control. 
This network, which includes the posterior cingulate cortex (CGp), 
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the temporal–parietal junction, 
and other areas, shows high baseline activity during periods of rest 
that is suppressed during task engagement (Gusnard and Raichle, 
2001; Raichle et al., 2001; Raichle and Mintun, 2006; Buckner et al., 
2008; Hayden et al., 2009).
Variations in default network activity have behavioral conse-
quences. Elevated hemodynamic activity in the default network 
predicts momentary lapses in attention and failures to perceive 
and encode external stimuli (Daselaar et al., 2004; Weissman et al., 
2006; Boly et al., 2007). Enhanced tonic activity of neurons in 
macaque CGp predicts slower reaction times and higher error 
rates (Hayden et al., 2009). Because monkeys appear to have a 
default network homologous with that of humans (Vincent et al., 
2006; Hayden et al., 2009), these neuronal effects likely extend to 
humans as well. These observations suggest that neural activity 
in CGp, and perhaps the default network more generally, reflects 
processes that compete with cognitive control processes elsewhere 
in the brain.
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region that is directly connected to CGp, but outside the default net-
work. These findings indicate that suppression of neuronal activity 
in CGp contributes to cognitive control, and suggest that activity 
in the default network reflects processes that directly compete with 
control processes elsewhere in the brain.
MaterIals and Methods
The data analyzed in this paper were originally collected for 
another study and published (Hayden et al., 2009) but the analyses 
presented here are new. Standard surgical and behavioral proce-
dures were used (for details, see Dean et al., 2004). All procedures 
were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee and were designed and conducted in com-
pliance with the Public Health Service’s Guide for the Care and 
Use of Animals.
Two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) served as sub-
jects. A small head-restraint prosthesis was implanted in both 
animals using standard surgical techniques. Four weeks later, 
animals were habituated to laboratory conditions and trained 
to perform tasks for liquid reward. A second surgical procedure 
was then performed to place a stainless steel chamber (Crist 
Instruments) over CGp (in one monkey) and over LIP (in 
the other monkey). In both cases, one recording location was 
approached through a standard vertical recording grid (CGp for 
monkey N and LIP for monkey D), whereas the other area was 
approached using an angled grid (LIP for monkey N and CGp 
for monkey D). The posterior cingulate chamber (subject N) was 
positioned at the intersection of the midsagittal plane and the 
interaural plane. The LIP chamber (subject D) was placed 3 mm 
caudal and 12 mm lateral to the intersection of the midsagittal 
and interaural planes. Animals received analgesics and antibiotics 
after all surgeries.
Throughout both behavioral and physiological recording ses-
sions, the chamber was kept sterile with regular antibiotic washes 
and sealed with sterile caps. Although we recorded in both the 
cingulate gyrus and along the sulcus, we have chosen to use the 
term CGp for consistency with previous papers. In any case, we 
found no functional distinction between neurons recorded along 
the sulcus or gyrus, nor did we find any gradient of functions at 
different locations, either dorsoventrally or rostrocaudally.
BehavIoral procedures
Monkeys were placed on controlled access to fluid outside of 
experimental sessions. Horizontal and vertical eye positions were 
sampled at 1000 Hz by an infrared eye-monitoring camera system 
(SR Research, Osgoode, ON, USA). Stimuli were controlled by a 
computer running Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) with 
Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997) and Eyelink Toolbox (Cornelissen 
et al., 2002). Visual stimuli were small colored squares on a com-
puter monitor placed directly in front of the animal and centered 
on his eyes. A standard solenoid valve controlled the duration of 
juice delivery. Reward volume was 0.2 mL in all cases.
Monkeys sat in front of a computer monitor in a darkened room. 
Trials were one of three types (for most neurons) or four types (for 
a subset of 30 CGp neurons). The first three types were the atten-
tive task, working memory task, and the no-task condition. The 
fourth type was the cued rest condition. The three (or four) trial 
types were interspersed randomly so that tasks sometimes repeated 
and sometimes switched between trials. Trials were not otherwise 
blocked. Task details are illustrated in Figure 1A.
In the attentive and working memory tasks, the trial began with 
the appearance of a small yellow fixation square (16 pixels, ∼0.5° 
of visual angle). This stimulus lasted for 200 ms and then changed 
color to indicate which task or condition would be performed. 
A red cue signaled a memory task, a green cue signaled the sac-
cade task, and the cue remained yellow for cued rest. There was 
no requirement that the monkey had to acquire fixation immedi-
ately, although monkeys typically acquired fixation within 2 s. Once 
fixation was acquired, the colored square immediately shrunk to 
indicate that the trial would begin. The resulting target remained on 
for 4 s (monkey N) or 3 s (monkey D) and was then extinguished, 
cuing the animal to shift gaze.
In the working memory task, an eccentric cue appeared after 
2 s of fixation (monkey N) or 1 s (monkey D). The memory cue 
remained illuminated for 1 s and then disappeared. In the atten-
tive task, an eccentric cue appeared at the end of the delay and the 
monkey was rewarded for shifting gaze to it. In the working memory 
Figure 1 | Task switching influences behavioral performance in rhesus 
macaques. (A) Schematic of the four tasks; time zero indicates time at which 
fixation was acquired. In three of the tasks, a yellow small central cue was 
illuminated (yellow bar). After 200 ms, the cue changed color (green for 
attentive, red for memory, yellow for cued rest). After shifting gaze toward the 
spot, the monkey maintained fixation for 4 s (monkey N, shown) or 3 s 
(monkey D). In the working memory task, an eccentric cue appeared during 
the delay and remained illuminated for 1 s (yellow bar). Following the fixation 
period, the cue was extinguished and, in the attentive task, an eccentric target 
appeared at 1 of 36 locations from a grid surrounding the central cue (yellow 
square). Monkeys received a reward for shifting gaze to eccentric target or the 
remembered location (purple squares). Gray bars indicate epochs used for 
analysis. (B) Plot of reaction times for monkey N (gray-dashed), monkey D 
(gray), and average for both subjects (black). Bars indicate standard error. 
(C) Error rates of monkey N (gray-dashed), monkey D (gray), and average for 
both subjects (black). Bars indicate one standard error.
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used to confirm the positioning of CGp in several earlier studies 
(e.g., McCoy et al., 2003; McCoy and Platt, 2005; Hayden et al., 
2008). For details on this method, see (Glimcher et al., 2001). We 
found no relationship between recording position and functional 
properties of neurons within CGp or LIP.
Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs), plots of the average fir-
ing of neurons over time, were constructed by smoothing raw spike 
times (100 ms boxcar). For several analyses, average firing rates were 
calculated for each trial in three epochs (e.g., Figure 2B). The pre-
trial epoch began 1.5 s before fixation was acquired and lasted 1 s. 
The fixation epoch began 500 ms after fixation was acquired and 
lasted 3 s (2 s in monkey D). The post-trial epoch began 500 ms 
after the reward and lasted for 1 s. In analyses of responses in the 
post-trial epoch, we used a bin beginning at fixation and ending 2 s 
after reward (∼6 s in monkey N and ∼5 s in monkey D.).
results
task swItchIng slows reactIon tIMes In Monkeys
We randomly interleaved two tasks, a cued gaze-shift task (atten-
tive) and a delayed gaze-shift (working memory) task (Figure 1A). 
We also interleaved a “no-task” condition, consisting simply of a 4-s 
delay. For a minority of neurons (n = 30 cells), we also interleaved 
a “cued rest” condition, consisting of a cue indicating that no task 
would be performed for 4 s. The conditions occurred with equal 
probability and were randomly selected on a trial-by-trial basis. 
task, no eccentric cue appeared, and the monkey had to shift gaze to 
the remembered location. In both tasks, target position was chosen 
from a 6 × 6 grid of locations on the monitor (36 possible locations 
spanning ∼14° of visual angle both horizontally and vertically). A 
fluid reward was given following successful completion of either 
task. In the cued rest condition, no other stimuli appeared and no 
reward was given. In the no-task condition, no cue appeared, no 
fixation was required, and no reward was given. Inter-trial intervals 
(ITIs) were fixed at 3 s in all cases. The task used on each trial was 
selected at random from the menu of tasks, and thus task switches 
were unpredictable, and were determined post hoc.
MIcroelectrode recordIng technIques
Single electrodes (Frederick Haer Co, Bowdoin, ME, USA) were 
lowered by hydraulic microdrive (Kopf) until the waveform of a 
single (1–4) neuron(s) was isolated. Individual action potentials 
were identified by their unique waveforms and isolated on a Plexon 
system (Plexon Inc, Dallas, TX, USA). All sorting was done online; 
no post-recording selection was performed. Neurons were selected 
for recording on the basis of the quality of isolation only. In all 
cases, neurons were considered isolated only if their waveforms 
were distinct from those of other neurons and background hash. 
Ultrasound images taken in the sagittal plane confirmed that the 
CGp recordings were made in areas 23 and 31 in the cingulate gyrus 
and ventral bank of the cingulate sulcus. This method has been 
Figure 2 | Firing rates of Cgp neurons track task switches. (A) Responses of 
example CGp neuron immediately following switch (trial 0), and on first, second, 
and third trials following switch. Responses are aligned to the time at which the 
computer detected that fixation had been successfully acquired (time 0). 
Horizontal dashed line indicates average baseline firing during no-task condition, 
and provides a rough baseline of undriven activity. (B) Plot of average firing rate 
during each of three task epochs (pre-trial, fixation, post-trial). (C) Responses of 
population of CGp neurons immediately after switch, and on first, second, and 
third trial following switch. Because tasks were different lengths in monkeys N 
(4 s) and D (3 s), responses are separately aligned to trial onset (time = 0) and trial 
offset (time = 4), separated by thick gray line. (D) Plot of average firing rate during 
each of three task epochs (pre-trial, fixation, post-trial across population).
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We next calculated the average firing rates during each of three 
epochs (Figure 2B). The pre-trial epoch was a 1 s epoch beginning 
1.5 s before fixation was acquired and lasting 1 s. The fixation 
epoch began 500 ms after fixation was acquired and lasted 3 s (2 s 
in monkey D). The post-trial epoch began 500 ms after the reward 
and lasted for 1 s. Note that firing rate modulations occurring before 
cue onset are to be expected given the design of our analyses. The 
pre-cue neural activity for the four-trial-post-switch line (blue 
line) reflects all trials with three of the same task type in a row, 
while the pre-cue neural activity for the three-trial-post-switch 
line (green line) reflects only trials with two of the same type in a 
row, and so on. These long-lasting modulations that persist across 
the delay between trials seem to be the rule rather than the excep-
tion in CGp, a phenomenon we have discussed in detail previously 
(Hayden et al., 2008).
Tonic firing rates for this example neuron, during all epochs, 
were lowest following a task switch, and increased on subsequent 
trials (Figure 2B, β = 0.46 sp/s pre-trial, β = 0.94 sp/s during the 
trial, and β = 0.67 sp/s post-trial, p < 0.001, in all cases, linear regres-
sion). We observed a weak effect of task type on firing rates, with 
memory trials showing a reduced neuronal response during the 
final second of the fixation, as reported previously (Hayden et al., 
2009). We observed no statistical interaction between task type 
(attentive or memory) and trials since task switch on firing rates 
(two-way ANOVA, task switch type by switch number, p = 0.60).
We next repeated these analyses for all 127 CGp neurons in our 
sample. We observed the same pattern in the average neuronal 
activity of all neurons in our sample as we observed in the example 
neuron (Figures 2C,D β = 0.48 sp/s pre-trial, β = 0.99 sp/s during 
the trial, and β = 0.89 sp/s post-trial, p < 0.001 in all cases, linear 
regression). Note that these PSTHs include data from all neurons 
we recorded, with no pre-selection based on functional properties. 
For the population PSTH, data were not normalized, but instead 
reflect raw average firing rates. A significant relationship between 
firing rate and trial number after switch during the fixation epoch 
was observed in 41% (n = 52/127, 36/83 in monkey N, 16/44 in 
monkey D) of neurons (p < 0.05, linear regression). This relation-
ship was observed during the pre-trial epoch in 34% (n = 43/127, 
29/83 in monkey N, 14/44 in monkey D) of neurons and during 
the post-trial epoch in 38% (n = 48/127, 32/83 in monkey N, 16/44 
in monkey D) of neurons.
These proportions themselves are significant (with an alpha of 
p = 0.05, 5% of neurons – 8.3 – would be expected to show a sig-
nificant effect in each epoch). To provide additional confirmation 
for this claim, we performed a randomization test in which we 
randomly assigned “trials after switch” to each trial, and recalculated 
the relationship between firing rate and trials after switch. We then 
repeated this randomization process 10,000 times for each neuron 
in the set of 127 neurons, and estimated the average number of 
significant neurons observed in each randomization. As expected 
the mean and modal number of significant neurons was 8.
Of the neurons significantly modulated during the fixation 
epoch, the majority (85%, n = 44/52, 31 in monkey N, 13 in mon-
key D) showed a positive correlation with trial since a task switch. 
The remaining eight neurons showed a significant negative cor-
relation, while the remaining 75 showed no significant effects. A 
visual inspection of the response profile of these neurons with 
We sorted tasks post hoc into switches and repetitions. Because 
the no-task and cued rest conditions did not require any overt 
behavior, we focused exclusively on neural activity during working 
memory and attentive tasks in our analyses, and excluded trials 
of the same type separated by a no task or cued rest trial. Because 
trial type was selected at random on each trial, the history of pre-
vious trials provided no information about the likelihood of an 
upcoming switch.
Reaction times are typically used as an index of task-switching 
costs. We calculated saccade reaction times one, two, and three tri-
als after switches (Figure 1B). We found that reaction times were 
significantly increased after switches, and fell for subsequent trials 
(β = −45.4 ms/trial, p < 0.001, linear regression). In this and subse-
quent tests, we regressed either reaction time or firing rate (see below) 
against number of trials after switch (1, 2, 3, or 4) with data from 
several 100 individual trials (excluding from analysis trials of the 
same type separated by a no-task condition). (For this reaction time 
analysis, we combined data across all behavioral sessions, n = 61,087 
trials). We observed significant effects in both monkeys individually 
(β = −41.0 ms/trial and β = −48.8 ms/trial for the two monkeys 
individually, p < 0.001 in both cases, linear regression). These results 
demonstrate that the specific tasks and timing we used in our experi-
ments elicited reliable behavioral task-switching costs. We observed 
no statistical relationship between the type of task switching (atten-
tive to memory or memory to attentive) and reaction time (one factor 
ANOVA, reaction time against switch type, p = 0.45).
Error rates are sometimes used as an index of task switching as 
well, although this measure has proven to be inconsistent (Monsell, 
2003). Indeed, we found no effects of task switching on error rates 
in our experiment (Figure 1C). We defined errors as trials on which 
monkeys failed to hold fixation for the specified duration of the task 
(4 s for monkey N, 3 s for monkey D). In the working memory task, 
monkeys occasionally made errors by shifting gaze to the wrong 
spatial location. However, these trials were so infrequent (<5% of 
error trials, <1% of all trials) that we did not have enough data to 
perform meaningful statistical analyses. We observed no relation-
ship between error rate and trials after switch in either monkey 
(monkey D: β = −0.12, p = 0.33; monkey N: β = 0.05, p = 0.61; 
linear regressions). We therefore did not analyze errors further. The 
lack of an error effect may derive from the simplicity of the tasks 
or a speed-accuracy tradeoff.
swItchIng tasks suppresses fIrIng rates of cgp neurons
We recorded responses of 127 neurons in the CGp of two monkeys 
performing this task (83 in monkey N and 44 in monkey D). We 
next examined the relationship between task switching and firing 
rates. Figure 2A shows the average activity of a single CGp neuron 
on the switching trial itself (red), one trial after a switch (orange), 
two trials after a switch (green), and three trials after a switch (blue). 
(Because errors may promote enhanced firing rates, trials following 
error trials were excluded from these analyses). Because trials were 
randomly interleaved and organized into switches and repeats post 
hoc, we did not have enough data to analyze trials beyond three 
after a switch. The second vertical gray bar indicates the time of the 
command to initiate a gaze shift, and corresponds closely to the time 
of both the eye movement and the time of the reward (movement 
and reward were time-locked by the design of the task).
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swItchIng tasks does not Modulate fIrIng rates of lIp 
neurons
We also recorded the activity of 55 single neurons in area LIP in the 
same two monkeys in different recording sessions. LIP is a parietal 
region that is directly connected with CGp (Kobayashi and Amaral, 
2003), but is not part of the default network. Instead, this area is 
a node in the complementary dorsal fronto-parietal attentional 
control network (Corbetta et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2010) and activ-
ity in this network has been shown, in neuroimaging studies, to 
be anti-correlated with activity in the default network (Fox et al., 
2005; Vincent et al., 2007).
The responses of both an example LIP neuron (Figures 3A,B) 
and the population of LIP neurons (three neurons with insuffi-
cient number of trials were excluded, Figures 3C,D) showed clear 
phasic responses around the time of saccades that begin and end 
the trials. As above, these data include all recorded LIP neurons, 
with no pre-selection based on response properties, and are not 
normalized, but instead reflect raw firing rates. For both the exam-
ple LIP neuron and the LIP population, we observed no relation-
ship between neuronal activity and trial number after the switch 
(p = 0.21 and p = 0.90 for the two monkeys respectively, linear 
regression). We observed significant relationships between firing 
rate and trial number in only 9% of LIP neurons (n = 5/55, p < 0.05, 
linear regression). Firing rates were positively correlated with trials 
after switch in 4/5 of these. These results imply that the association 
no significant effects confirmed that firing rates did not change 
with trial number after a switch. The effect of trial number since 
switch on firing rates was largely linear. The addition of a quadratic 
term in the regression improved the fit for only 19.2% of neurons 
(n = 10/52 significantly modulated neurons, six in monkey D, four 
in monkey D). Despite this linearity, the effect of trials since switch 
on reaction time was highly non-linear: the effect of the first trial 
was much stronger than the effect of subsequent trials, as in other 
studies. These results indicate that firing rates in CGp do not strictly 
track reaction time, but instead appear to index cognitive processes 
that only partially predict reaction times.
We previously showed that different tasks evoke different effects 
on tonic firing rates, possibly because they elicit different degrees of 
exteroceptive engagement (Hayden et al., 2009). It is therefore pos-
sible that different types of task switches may elicit distinct neural 
effects. However, we observed no statistical relationship between 
type of task switch and firing rates (two-way ANOVA, task switch 
type by switch number, p = 0.21). Furthermore, although we found 
weak and broad tuning for saccade direction, consistent with pre-
vious results (Dean et al., 2004; Hayden et al., 2008), we observed 
no interactions between these spatial effects and task-switching 
variables; therefore we have averaged over all spatial locations in 
the results described here (multi-factor ANOVA, factors of X and 
Y position – six levels each – and switching status on firing rate, 
p = 0.61).
Figure 3 | Firing rates of LiP neurons do not track task switches. 
(A) Responses of example LIP neuron immediately following switch (trial 0), 
and on first, second, and third trials following switch. Responses are aligned 
to the time at which the computer detected that fixation had been 
successfully acquired (time 0). (B) Plot of average firing rate during each of 
three task epochs (pre-trial, fixation, post-trial). (C) Responses of population 
of LIP neurons immediately after switch, and on first, second, and third trial 
following switch. Because tasks were different lengths in monkeys N (4 s) 
and D (3 s), responses are separately aligned to trial onset (time = 0) and trial 
offset (time = 4), separated by thick gray line. (D) Plot of average firing rate 
during each of three task epochs (pre-trial, fixation, post-trial across 
population.
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showed a positive correlation between firing rate and RT. We also 
found that neurons were less active on short-RT no-switch trials 
than on long-RT no-switch trials, consistent with our previous 
results (t = 4.2 for the population, p < 0.001, Hayden et al., 2009). 
Although we observed main effects of both trials after switch and 
reaction times within condition, we found no statistical interaction 
between these variables at the population level (two-way ANOVA, 
p = 0.36).
We did not observe analogous correlations between firing rates 
and reaction times in LIP. In the example LIP neuron (Figure 3C) 
and the LIP population (Figure 3D), no correlation between firing 
rates and reaction time were observed (p = 0.54, correlation test). 
These effects are consistent with our previous results showing that 
tonic firing rates are positively correlated with reaction times in 
CGp neurons, but are uncorrelated with firing rates of LIP neurons 
(Hayden et al., 2009).
dIscussIon
We found that tonic firing rates of CGp neurons in monkeys are 
reduced following task switches. These reductions in firing rate 
co-occurred with increases in reaction time thought to index con-
trol processes associated with disengaging from one cognitive task 
set and entering a new one. These results implicate variations in 
neuronal activity within the default network in resetting cognitive 
state to achieve behavioral goals.
One parsimonious explanation for our data is that control proc-
esses associated with efficient task switching have an antagonistic 
relationship with activity in CGp, and that these processes are most 
robust, and CGp firing rates correspondingly weakest, on trials 
where resetting is most efficient (i.e., short-RT switch trials). Such 
between firing rates and switching is not observed throughout the 
cortex, and are consistent with the idea that this pattern is limited 
to the default network.
depth of fIrIng rate suppressIon In cgp, But not lIp, predIcts 
reactIon tIMes
We report here that CGp firing rates are reduced following success-
ful task switches (Figure 1B), whereas we have previously shown 
that variation in tonic firing rates of CGp neurons predicts vari-
ability in reaction times within a single task (Hayden et al., 2009). 
Together, these results suggest that reduced CGp activity indexes 
control processes that dictate switching efficiency, and that such 
processes are most engaged on efficient (i.e., rapid) switch trials, less 
engaged on inefficient (i.e., slow) switch trials, and least engaged 
on non-switch trials.
To examine this possibility, we analyzed the relationship between 
firing rates and reaction times on switch trials and non-switch trials 
separately. We defined short-RT trials as those where reaction time 
was less than the median RT for the session, and long-RT trials as 
those where reaction time was more than the median RT for the 
session. We found that neuronal activity was lower on short-RT 
switching trials than on long-RT switching trials. These effects were 
significant for both the example CGp neuron and for the CGp 
population (Figure 4, t = 3.26 for the neuron, and t = 3.8 for the 
population, p < 0.001 in both cases, Student’s t-test). Using this same 
test on each CGp neuron in the sample, we observed a significant 
relationship between firing rate and reaction time after switches in 
41% of neurons following a task switch (n = 52/127, 38 in monkey 
N and 14 in monkey D, linear regression, p < 0.05). The major-
ity of these (79%, n = 41/52, 31 in monkey N, 10 in monkey D) 
Figure 4 | Firing rates of single Cgp neurons, but not LiP neurons, predict 
efficiency of switching, as indexed by reaction time. (A) Responses of 
example CGp neuron on fast (trials faster than median RT, blue) and slow (trials 
slower than median RT, red) reaction time trials immediately following task 
switches. Responses are aligned to trial onset (t = 0). (B) Responses of population 
of CGp neurons on fast and slow reaction time trials immediately following 
switches. Responses are separately aligned to trial onset (time = 0) and trial offset 
(time = 4). (C) Responses of example LIP neuron on fast and slow reaction time 
trials immediately following task switches. (D) Responses of population of LIP 
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